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1. Introduction. A sense-preserving homeomorphism w(z) of the domain G in

the z-plane onto the domain w(G) of the w-plane is called quasiconformal (more

precisely, .K-quasiconformal) if there exists a constant K = 1 such that for every

quadrilateral Q,Qc G, the modulus M(Q) of Q, and the modulus M(wiQ)) of the

image quadrilateral w(g), satisfy

M(w(Q)) g KMiQ).

If wiz) is quasiconformal in G, then the Jacobian Jiz) / 0 a.e. in G; also the

complex dilatation

, .       w-     wx+ iwy
k(z) = —- = -

w2      wx - iwy

exists a.e. in G, and supz 6 c | kíz) | < 1. (Cf., for instance, [3].) Conversely, it is well

known that if p(z) is any complex-valued measurable function, specified a.e. in G,

with supZ6G|p(z)| < 1, then there exists a quasiconformal mapping wiz) with

complex dilatation p(z) a.e. (Cf., the exposition in [4, p. 115], or, for a direct

proof, [5].) Moreover, wxiz) and w2(z) are two such mappings if and only if

w2(wx1(z)) is conformai.

If k(z0) exists, then the ("real") dilatation at z0 is defined as

mu = H^-1 - | k(z0) I

This is the ratio of major to minor axis of the infinitesimal ellipse onto

which w(z) maps an infinitesimal circle centered at z0, providing wz(z0) exists and

is different from 0. If wiz) is .K-quasiconformal, then Diz) _^ K a.e. in G.

The present work is motivated by the following consideration, evident from

the above. If kíz) is specified a.e. in a neighborhood of a particular point z0 of G,

then whether or not kíz0) exists, and what the value of kíz0) is, if it does exist, is

completely determined. The problem is to explore the qualitative properties of/c(z)
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in a neighborhood of z0 which cause k(z0) to exist and have some particular

value. The important special case of this question to which we shall restrict

ourselves here is the following. Suppose w(z) is quasiconformal for \z\ < 1,

w(0) = 0. It is desired to explore the properties of D(z), or, more generally, k(z),

which affect the existence of lim z_0(w(z)/z).

The chief result in this direction that is well known is the following. Let

1     C2"
D(r) = — D(reie) d6,    0 < r < 1.

2% J0

Then the following holds ([2], [6], [7], [8]).

Theorem A. // w(z) is quasiconformal for | z | < 1, w(0) = 0, and if

(U) fXÛziir«,*
then

(1.2) lim *W
z^0        z

exists and is different from 0.

Historically, the first complete proof of this result, using the modern definition

of quasiconformality, appears to be Lehto's [6]. The proof that the hypothesis

of the theorem implies convergence of the modulus, that is,

(1.3) |w(z)| =c|z| + o(|z|)        (cîéO), asz-0,

is due to Teichmüller [7] and Wittich [8], using a somewhat narrower definition

of quasiconformality than the present one. The very interesting result that the same

hypothesis implies that

(1.4) lim    arg ——   exists

is due to Belinskiï [2] and Lehto [6].

Contributions to the following two questions will be made in the sections that

follow.

(a) To what extent is (1.1) necessary for (1.2)?

(b) How can one separate those properties of kíz) which imply (1.3) from those

properties which imply (1.4)?

Our approach will be to take advantage of knowledge provided by the specifica-

tion of the complex dilatation kíz) (instead of merely the real dilatation Diz)), so

as not to discard the data contained in arg kíz)í2). In this connection, we define the

notion of ac(oe) (asymptotically conformai on a logarithmic spiral of inclination a).

(2) We wish to point out that this idea is also exploited in the work of Andreian Cazacu [1].
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A function wiz), quasiconformal for | z | < 1, will be said to be ac(a) at z = 0 if

|Da+flw(z-ei9)|2      . |  dOdr
(1.5)

f    /*

Jo J o Jireie)
- 1 < co,

where Dß is the directional derivative of w in the direction ß. Since

|lVv(z)|2 = |l + e-2i/,zc(z)|2

J(z) 1 -|fc(z)|2     '

the condition (1.5) depends only on k. If w(z) is X-quasiconformal, then

(1.6)

Hence

11        \t + e-2t'KJz)\:

K * D(z) 1-\k(z)\2
^ D(z) ^ K.

|l+e-2Vz)|:

1 k(X>
-i g[D(z)-l].

Therefore, we see that (1.1) implies that w(z) is ac(0) for all 6,0 ^ 0 ^ 2n. In view

of this fact, and also that if the integral (1.5) equalled zero, for say, a = 0, and

a = n/2, then w(z) would be conformai for | z | < 1, it appears natural to explore

the consequences of assuming that w(z) is simultaneously ac(0) and ac(n/2).

This is done in §§ 3 and 5.

2. Lemmas on moduli of quadrilaterals and rings.

Lemma 2.1.  Suppose the function w(z), quasiconformal in the rectangle

R = {(x,y) |   O—^xga, 0 | y | 6} has the following properties:

(i)    \w(x + ib)-w(x)\^b'>0,   for all x, 0 = x = a.

(ii)   | wia + iy) - wiiy)| = a' > 0, for all y, 0 g y = b.

(iii) AreaiwiR))^a'b'.

Then, i//c(x + iy) is the complex dilatation ofwatz=x + iy,

(2.1)

1   f" dx

~a Jo   i fU-«MJ-K
Jol-I*

-dy
b = b' =

1   f6_¿y_
b Jo I fl1 + K

a J0 1-l/c
;dx

a

b'

Proof. For those x (that is, a.a. x), 0 = x = a, for which w(x + iy) is absolutely

continuous in y,

ft'= j  |w/x + iy)|dy.

Now

w„1

Z = J(z)
.e. in K.
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Hence, by Fubini's theorem, ¡o(\wy\2/J)dy exists for a.a. x. Similarly, J"*./ dy

exists for a.a. x. Therefore, by Schwarz's inequality,

rb 11 _ k i2 *

b,2sJQ [_Z\2 dy\ Jdy     (a-a-*)-
;Jo

Solving for  ¡[\j dy, then integrating over 0 ;£ x ^ A, yields the left side of (2.1).

The right side follows on interchanging the roles of x and y.

An inequality, weaker than (2.1), and to be used later, is obtained, by Schwarz's

inequality, if the right side of (2.1) is replaced by

For the remainder of the section we assume that w(z) (z = re'9) is quasiconformal

in the annulus 21 = {r, < r < r2}, and has complex dilatation k = K(re'e). We

map 21, slit along an arbitrary radius, 6 = ß, onto a rectangle R in the rr = log (z/rx)

plane. The two sides of (2.1), evaluated in the a plane, become, respectively, when

expressed as integrals in the z plane,

(2^r1/(r1,r2)= "'Í
dr/r

and
■/:

2*     |l_e-2WK;|2
do

(2n)-lJ(rx,r2) =

1- Ik

dö

J0    pa   |1 +e-2»Kpdr

The image, 5R = w(21), of 21 under w, is a certain ring domain (doubly connected

domain), whose modulus we denote by M(rlyr2). Let 21 denote 21 slit along the

radius referred to above, and let 5R = w(2I).

Lemma 2.2. The modulus of 91 satisfies the inequality

(2.3) I(ry,r2)ÚM(ry,r2)z^J(ry,r2).

Proof. Since the left and right sides of (2.3) depend on w(z) only to the extent of

depending on k, we can assume (if necessary, after a conformai transformation)

that 5R is the annulus
K|w|<eM(r"r2).

By introducing n = log w we map 5Î onto a quadrilateral Q in the n plane bounded

by two vertical segments of height 27t, and distance M(rt, r2) apart. Since n(w(z(a)))

hasperiod27t¡',Lemma2.1applieswitha =log(r2/r1),A = A' =27t,a' = M(ri,r2).

This yields (2.3).
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The above estimate is closely related to a similar estimate for extremal length.

If T is the family of locally rectifiable arcs in 9Î which join the boundary com-

ponents of % then the extremal length A(T) of T is, of course, (2jt)~1Af(r1,r2).

Consider, however, the subset Tß a T which consists of the curves of F lying

entirely in 91. By the monotonicity property of extremal lengths, we have, clearly,

2%XiTß) ̂ 2nA(D = Miry,r2) ^ /(r,,r2).

But 2nXiTß) also turns out to satisfy the same bound that we have obtained for

Miry,r2) from above:

(2.4) Iiry,r2)^2nXiTß)z%Jiry,r2).

The proof of (2.4) is as follows. We map Q conformally onto a rectangle of di-

mensions a", A", corresponding to the sides of length a, A of R. Then X(Tß) = a"/A".

We obtain (2.4) on noting that the mapping from R to R ' satisfies the hypotheses

of Lemma 2.1.

3. Convergence of the modulus. According to a result of Teichmüller [7], if

w(0) = 0, and if there exists a function qb(r), limP_0 cb(r) = 0, such that

(3.1) M(ry,r2)-log —
ri

= 4>(r2)>    whenever rx < r2,

then (1.3) holds. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, the hypothesis w(0) «= 0,

(3.2)      lim        í/(r.,r2)-log^-l  =     lim        Ur.,r2) - log ̂ -1 =0
0-l.<-2)-»(0,0)   L rl J        (ri,r,)-»(0,0)   L rl J

implies (1.3). In fact, as may be verified by direct computation, for the special

case when w(z) is of the form

w(rew) =f(r)eigW ,

the relation (3.2) is both necessary and sufficient for (1.3). This is a consequence

of the fact that both sides of (2.1) become equalities for functions of the form

F(x) + iG(y). For more general w(z), however, (1.3) may hold, in spite of the fact

that (3.2) is not satisfied. An example is

,   »v        frei(e-,08r),      0<r<l,
w(re )

ire'

r =0.

In this case, e 2W K(rei9) = (1 + 2i)   ' (z # 0), Jiry,r2) = 21og(r2/r1), so that the

second limit in (3.2) fails to exist.

The following sufficient condition for convergence of the modulus is somewhat

weaker, but more intuitive than (3.2.)
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose wiz) is quasiconformal for |zj<l, w(0)=0, and

wiz) is ac(0) and ac(n/2) at z = 0. Then convergence of the modulus takes place,

i.e., (1.3) holds.

Proof. In accordance with (2.2),

Jirx,r2)- log ^ = J'irx,r2)- log ^
/■

(3.3)

Let

i_ p p r |i + e"2i9/c|2     i

~2/r Jo   ¡ri [      1-\k\2 J

< J. f2" P    I \l + e-2WK\2
= 271 J0   Jo 1~M2

drd0

drdö

In view of (1.6),

I(ri,r2)-log

1      /•-=«   I 1 _e-¿wK|2
¿(r) = i- ' ,    g,    ,*'   dO.

w      2/îJ0       1-k2

p 1 - /l(r)   o>

J„     Air)        r

i p p rii-e~2iV|2      i dOdr

~2ÜJrt  Jo      [     1-k |2      "     J   ~rA(~r,(3.4) 2nJri  J0      L    1- \k\2 J   M(r)

■2i('-12 dfldrK   p   p   I   jl-e'^/cl2

2/rJo    Jo      I      1-kl2

Therefore (3.1) is satisfied, with c6(r2) the difference of  the   rightmost  terms

of(3.3)and(3.4).

4. A class of mappings with given D(z). Let J* be the class of measurable,

real-valued, bounded functions, with lower bound at least 1, defined for | z | < 1.

It is known [6, Theorem 4](3) that there exist w(z), quasiconformal for

| z | < 1 for which (1.3) and (1.4) hold simultaneously, but for which

ess lim D(z) > 1, —^--dr = co.

More generally, it would be of interest to characterize the subclass ¿FD of SF

which has the property that if H e tFD> then there exists a quasiconformal mapping

(3) Simpler examples also exist, and can in fact be provided by specializing the construction

in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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of I z I < 1 with real dilatation H a.e. such that (1.3) and (1.4) hold simultaneously.

Our conjecture, which is partially confirmed by the two theorems which follow, is

that ^D = ^.

Theorem 4.1. If H e &, and H satisfies a Holder condition atz =0 then there

exists a quasiconformal mapping w(z) with real dilatation H a.e., for which

(1.3) holds.

Proof. Given 7T(z) ( | z | < 1), we shall specify the complex dilatation kíz).

Let S0, Sy be disjoint sets with union (0,1), to be described in more detail later.

If r e Sk, ik = 0,1), we define

(4.1) ^-(-1)V^,        «W<2«.

Let

1       P^n 1       r^n        rlfi

*»-Bj. **>*• *»-Kj. IPS*

and

fhXr),       reSk

Vk(r) = )  ffr, ce (fc = 0,l).
( Hir),      reSy_k

This gives, after a short computation,

^r^-log^r^^dr,
rl        Jr, r

and

Since the integrand is nonnegative,

J'íry,r2)-Iíry,r2)í supHiz) P [#(r)Ä(r)-l] %.
Jr, r

Hence, by §3, a sufficient condition for (1.3) is that the two quantities

(4.2) A= lim   f   Vl®~1dt and B = Í    [//(r)Á"(r)-1] —
r-»0   Jr t Jo r

exist.

The fact that H is not merely in J5", but also satisfies a Holder condition at

z = 0, as postulated in the hypothesis, is used solely to insure the existence of B.
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The assumption | H(z) - H(0) \ g Ct \ z |* (A > 0), implies | H(r) - H(0) | ^ C^,

| h(r) - 1/H(0)\ úC2rh. In view of the identity

(4.3)     H(r)h~(r)-1 = [#(/-)-c][Á»-c_1] + c-1 [#(/•)-c] + c [£(/•)-c_1]

valid for any c # 0, the existence of B follows. (Put c = H(0).)

Next we show that S0 can be chosen so as to force A to exist.

Since B exists, the integrals

(4.4) r âuizi dr,   f Mzj dr
Jo r Jo        r

converge and diverge together. (Consider (4.3), with c set equal to 1.) If they

converge, A exists for any choice of S0. If both integrals (4.4) diverge, and

At°=o( — l)*fl* (0 < ak+x < ak) is an arbitrary alternating conditionally conver-

gent series, let {rk}, 1 = r0 > rx > ■■■, be determined, successively, in such a

manner that

f" H(r)- 1 fk  1 -Äfr)
——-dr = ak,   k=0,2,4,-, -^ dr = ak,    k = l,3,5,-.

Jrk+l ' Jrk+i

Evidently, limk^00rk =0. Defining S0 as the union of the intervals (rk+x,rk),

k = 0,2,4, •••, we obtain^ = ¿Z^0(- T)kak. This completes the proof.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose F(r) is an arbitrary bounded measurable function,

F(r)iè 1 (0 < r < 1). There exists a quasiconformal mapping w(z) (|z| < 1),

with real dilatation Diz) satisfying

Direie) = Fir)    a.e.

for which (1.3) and (1.4) hold simultaneously.

Proof. We define Hire'9) = Fir) (0 < r < 1, O = 0< 2n), and construct

kíz), vxir), and A as in the previous proof. As may be verified, directly, the function

wire16) = exp Í - f  -^ dt + iß]

defines a quasiconformal mapping of | z | < 1 with real dilatation Dire'6) = Fir)

a.e., and

z-o    z

5. Behavior of arg [w(z)/z]. We have seen that if w(0)=0, and w(z) is

ac(0) and ac(^/2) then (1.3) holds. We will now see that the same hypotheses do

not imply (1.4). On the contrary, arg wirelß) may go to infinity as r -» 0, for fixed ß.
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In this section we will obtain a sharp estimate of the worst rate at which this can

occur.

First we need an estimate of the effect of "obstacles" on extremal length.

The situation we need to consider is the following. Suppose A is the annulus

{p < | z\ < pe"} (a > 0). Let fi c A be a connected set (the "obstacle") on which

there is a single-valued, continuous determination of arg z. We wish to compare

the following two measures of the size of £2.

(i)   hid), the diameter of the range of arg z on SÎ,

(ii) X(Ta), the extremal length of the family Tfi of curves in A, joining {| z | = p }

to {\z\ =pea}, without intersecting Q.

Lemma 5.1.  Suppose 2nX(Ta) g a + bfor some ô>0. Then(4)

(solution ofi5.3)for h as a function of oc, ô, ifO ^ h(Q) :£ 6/i.

h(Q)^F(a,ô) =   \
Ojiad),   if   A(íí) = 6tt.

Proof. Choose 80 so that the range of arg z on Q covers the interval (60, #o + n^-

Suppose, first, that h ^ 67t. Consider the sector

S=  {z|  0o + yáargz^0o + y,   p^lzl^pe1).

For any y e Tn we have

(5.1) J*   d|logz| = a.

If y O S 5¿ 0 we obtain a sharper estimate, because in this case y must detour

through an angle of at least A/3 in order to intersect Q ; that is,

(5.2) Jd|logz|^V(a2+(A/3)2),   if   rnS#0.

Let us introduce the following metric in A.

1_

-1/2
p*(z) =

By (5.1), (5.2),

zeA-S,

ii       n\   '       1

inf    Í   p*(z) I dz I =• a.
' e To   J y

(4) We shall need Lemaia 5.1 only for the case /i(Q) 2: 6ti, but have not restricted ourselves

to this case to suggest that the problem of finding the best inequality for arbitrary h is of some

interest. It may be conjectured that the extremalfî is an arc of a spiral, depending continuously

on A(Q).
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On the other hand,

-2  ^l  ■*■* drdd

A A-S S

- (2«-4)"+ (l+&)   T"

-—^h('^n
Therefore,

1     2»      A[f     /.       AY1!

Hence, by hypothesis,

(5.3)    2na(a + ô)~iz%2n-^\l -il+^\    1,     if(5) A ̂  6*.

If A ̂  6n, we take p*(z) = 1/| z | in A. As a crude estimate, for any y e Tn,

d|logz|^V(a2+(A/3)2).

Obviously,

1 [p*(z)]21 dz |2 =27ta.

A

Therefore, if A ̂  67t,

ft
a+á>2>í!±A = i+ hl

2%   = 2na 2n     187ta

This completes the proof.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose w(z) is quasiconformal for |z|<l, w(0) = 0, and

wiz) is ac(0) and ac(n/2) at z = 0. TAcn, for every fixed 6,0^9 <2n,

argw(rew) = o(^/(- logr)),     as r-* 0.

Proof. As in §2, we consider w(z) in the annulus 2í(r1,r2) = {rx < \z\ < r2},

0 < r, < r2 <l,andletm(ry,r2) - w(2l(r1,r2)), M(rx,r2) = modulus of Ít^.r-.).

For fixed ß,0z%ß<2n, let

Ofa»»"*)" {w|w = w(z), argz=p\ r!<|z|<r2}.

Also, let A(r!, r2) be the extremal length of the family of curves in 9?(rl5 r2) joining

the boundary components of 9{(rt, r2), and not intersecting Q(rx, r2). The quantity

(5) Equation (5.3) implies that h(Q) =» O01/3), as ó -> 0 (a fixed).
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X(rx,r2) is clearly identical with the quantity denoted by X(Tß) in §2, and satisfies

(2.4).
Furthermore, let

r'i(ri,r2) =      inf      \w\,       r'2(rx,r2) =       sup     |w|,
w e Í!(ri,r2) w s£l(n,r2)

Pi(rur2) =inf{\z\\\w(z)\=r'x(rx,r2)}, p2(r1,r2)=sup{|z|¡|w(z)| =r2(r1,r2)}.

We also denote by W(rx,r2) the annulus {r¡(rx,r2) < |w\ < r'2(rx,r2)}, and by

¿'(ri>r2) the extremal length of the family of curves in 3I'C"i> ri) joining the

boundary components of Wirx,r2) without intersecting Qirx,r2). Note that,

by Lemma 5.1,

| arg wir2eiß) - arg w(rxeiß) \

= A(Q) = max j 67t,3 /(YlogJ2- fenA'Crj.ra) - log ;?])

Since ilirx,r2)c%'irx,rO<^^iiPi,p2), we conclude that px^rx, p2^r2,

Q(Pi'Pi) z}£l(rx,r2). Hence every curve in l)R(px,p2), joining the boundary

components of 3l(px,p2) without touching Q(px,p2), contains an arc in W(rx,r2)

which joins the boundary components of W(rx,r2) without touching Q(rx,r2).

It follows that

X(p1,p2)^X'(rl,r2),

and, therefore, by (2.4),

(5.5) 2nX'(rx,r2)^J(px,p2).

If r2 is small, then, by Theorem 3.1, the image of {|z| = pk} under w(z) is very

close to the circle {| w \ — rk}, k = 1,2. More precisely, given e > 0, there exists

a ¿(e) > 0 such that

r'
log-r ^ M(px,p2) - z, whenever 0 < rt < r2 é ¿Xe).

ri

Therefore, by (2.3), and (5.5),

2nX'(rx,r2) - log-^4 = e + J(PuPz) ~ I(PuPi),    ifO<rx<r2S ¿(e).
ri

Hence (consider (3.3) minus (3.4)), there exists a ôx(e) > 0, such that

(5.6) 2nX'irl,r2)-log^£2e,   ifO<rx<r2<ôx(e).
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Again, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a ô2(e) > 0, such that

r' r
(5.7) log -f z% log -*■ + £,        if   0 < r, < r2 < <52(e).

Substituting (5.6), (5.7) into (5.4), we find that

|argH<r2ei0) - argw(r,y'p)| ^ max   6tt,3 /{2eie + log — )) } ,

0 < rt < r2 < ô'(e).

Letting r, -> 0, for fixed r2, we obtain the desired conclusion.

Theorem 5.2. TAe estimate of Theorem 5.1 is sharp in the sense that, given

e > 0, ß, there exists a w(z), quasiconformalfor | z | < 1, and ac(0), and ac(n/2),

such that arg w(re'ß) is not o[( — logr)1/2_e], as r->0.

Proof. We can choose w(z) independently of ß. Namely, let

rei(9+*(r)),        0<r<l,f re

U,
where

We find that

w(re"
r =0,

r       2 I1/2"1

«A(r)= [log—J

.-«•_/. í9x _       ir^'ír)
(5-8) e'^e^-lTWW'     0<r<L

Since ri/j'ir) is bounded, sup^^ |/c(z)| < 1.

By (5.8),

|l+e-Vr^)|2=1 + r2[^(r)]2
1- \K(re'e)\21  v     ' ' (0 < r < 1).

\l-e-2i°Kirete)\2 = J

1- |K(reie)

Thus, w(z) is trivially acin/2). The fact that wiz) is ac(0) is due to the fact that

J¿r[i^'C")]2dr converges.

As a concluding consideration, let us suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem

5.1 holds,and that, in addition, w(z) is asymptotically conformai in a third direc-

tion at z = 0; that is, assume that for some ß0 (not a multiple ofn/2),

(5.9) wiz) is ac(0), ac(7t/2), and ac(/S0).
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It is natural to ask whether we can now prove that (1.2) holds. The answer is

affirmative. This is a trivial consequence of the following observation : Condition

(5.9) implies condition (1.1). To see this, we note that

\l + e-*vK2./L.I2

1
1 -   K

k 2 + Re(e^'V)

f    f      ||zc|2 + Re(e-2iV)
Jo   J o      i

|K|2-Re(e-2iV)
Jo   Jo

dOdr

r

dOdr

<co,

■ < oo,

ffJo   Jo

•1     /»2*

'o
\K\2 + Re(e-2i9-2iß°K)\^-r<oo.

/»l    />2«

Jo   J 0

dödr
■ < oo,

1-|K|2

Therefore, (5.9) implies that

pl    r>2n

(5.10a)

(5.10b)

and

(5.10c)

Hence,

(5.11)

and

(5.12) f  p|Re(e-2iV)|^:<oo,   f  f"|Re(e
Jo   J o r Jo   Jo r

For any complex number Z, and real t, we have

Zsinf = - /V'ReiZ) + ¿Re(e""Z),

so that

| Z11 sin 11 = | Re(Z)| + | Re(e""Z)|.

Applying this with Z = e~2iBK(reie), t =2ß0, we deduce, using (5.12), that

f1    f2" i    i d9dr
Jo    Jo    |K|^- <0°-

This is equivalent to (1.1).

2»-2WO(C)| ^r<00.
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